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7 Abstract The article analyses recent developments in the regulation of the insti-

8 tutional structure of banking groups in the European Union. It discusses the evo-

9 lution of the universal banking model in Europe and how the global banking crisis

10 of 2007–2009 has led to structural regulatory reforms of the European banking

11 industry. Particular attention is paid to the British banking sector and to the United

12 Kingdom’s ring-fence banking legislation and structural regulatory reforms. The

13 article analyses the EU Commission’s proposed legislation to regulate the organi-

14 sational structure of European banks and banking groups and compares it to

15 structural reform legislation in Germany and France. It also analyses some of the

16 main challenges concerning implementation of EU structural banking reforms and

17 whether they can be effectively coordinated with existing bank supervisory and

18 resolution practices. The article concludes by suggesting that the various limitations

19 and prohibitions on bank trading activities in structural regulatory reforms will

20 probably not lead to a reduction of harmful risk-taking in the financial sector, but to

21 a shift of risk-taking away from the banking sector (where it can be monitored) to

22 under-regulated areas of the financial system.
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30 1 Introduction

31 ‘One ring-fence to rule them all and in the darkness bind them’.1

32 The highly regarded universal banking model was called into question after the

33 market turmoil of 2007–2009 when a number of large systemically important

34 European banks and financial groups fell into severe financial difficulties and were

35 either rescued with taxpayer-funded bailouts or supported through central bank

36 funding.2 The depth of the weaknesses in these institutions and the extent of the

37 taxpayer bailouts and the subsequent adverse impact on the economy and sovereign

38 debt finances have led to a re-evaluation of the benefits of the universal banking

39 model and to calls for structural reform of European banking groups, including

40 proposals to ring-fence or segregate certain banking and trading operations. This

41 article analyses how ring-fencing proposals in Europe will affect the institutional

42 structure of the universal banking group in several EU states. In doing so, it

43 discusses the evolution of universal banking in Europe and its important role in

44 supporting the provision of financial services for the European economy. Second, it

45 analyses the United Kingdom’s ring-fencing regime as set forth in the Financial

46 Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013. Third, the article analyses the European

47 Commission’s 2014 structural regulation proposal and compares it with similar

48 legislative initiatives in France and Germany. In doing so, it makes reference to the

49 US Volcker Rule’s structural requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act 2010.3

50 Fourth, the arguments for and against ring-fencing are considered in the context of

51 the UK legislation and the Commission’s proposal.

52 The article then addresses the question of whether structural reform or ring-

53 fencing may hinder the effectiveness of bank resolution regimes and what can be

54 done to enhance coordination between both frameworks. It suggests that ring-

55 fencing proposals may enhance prudential regulation and bank resolution proce-

56 dures by requiring banking groups to be more transparent in their group structures

57 and protecting the bank’s systemic functions from excessive risk-taking. However,

58 it also argues that the effectiveness of a Member State’s ring-fence or structural

59 regulation may be undermined by the sweeping powers granted to the Member State

60 resolution authority under the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive to order a

61 banking group to remove any ‘organisational impediments’ to its resolvability, even

1FL01 1 The Lord of the Rings, as cited in P Green and JC Jennings-Mares, ‘Lords of the Ring-Fence: UK

1FL02 Banking Commission publishes its final report’, Mondaq, 22 September 2011.

2FL01 2 According to IMF estimates, between 2007 and 2010 EU banks incurred crisis-related losses of

2FL02 between €1 trillion or 8 % of EU GDP, and, moreover, the European Commission approved €4.5 trillion

2FL03 (equivalent to 37 % of EU GDP) of state aid measures to EU financial institutions. International Monetary

2FL04 Fund (2010).

3FL01 3 The Volcker Rule represents an important part of the US approach to structural regulation as set forth

3FL02 under the Dodd-Frank Act 2010, which was enacted in 2010 after the 2008 financial crisis. See Wall

3FL03 Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, PL 111–203, 124 Stat 1376 (2010) (the ‘Dodd-Frank Act’).

3FL04 The Dodd-Frank Act’s preface states as its overriding objective to ‘promote the financial stability of the

3FL05 United States by improving accountability and transparency in the financial system, to end ‘‘too big to

3FL06 fail’’, to protect the American taxpayer by ending bailouts, to protect consumers from abusive financial

3FL07 services practices, and for other purposes’.
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62 though the banking group has already fully complied with the jurisdiction’s ring-

63 fence requirements. This potentially results in a direct conflict between the legal

64 requirements of a Member State’s ring-fence law and the power of the Member

65 State resolution authority to impose reorganisation requirements on a banking group

66 to ensure its resolvability. This creates significant legal uncertainty for the banking

67 group and limits the effectiveness of the Member State’s structural regulation law.

68 Moreover, other concerns are raised about bank ring-fence laws, including that they

69 may significantly limit the economic benefits of the universal banking model and

70 lead to the most risky trading activity (i.e., proprietary trading, including currency,

71 credit and commodity derivatives) shifting off the bank’s balance sheet into the

72 shadow banking sector where it can still pose significant risks to financial stability.

73 2 The Universal Banking Model in Europe

74 The universal banking model provides the predominant form of organisational

75 structure for European banks.4 Universal banking traditionally involved a single

76 bank offering a variety of financial services across the main financial sectors of

77 commercial banking, securities trading, and insurance.5 Universal banking aims to

78 achieve synergies in the provision of financial services through cross-selling of

79 products and investments and reduced overall risks through diversification.6 The

80 universal banking model rose to dominance in continental Europe because

81 historically bank loans were the main source of funding for companies, while in

82 the US and UK companies sourced around two-thirds of their funding in capital

83 markets.7

84 Universal banks may engage in an array of financial activities ranging from

85 mortgage lending and credit cards to underwriting and selling securities and

86 insurance.8 In some jurisdictions, such as Germany, they take equity stakes in non-

87 financial firms and vote their shares to influence management, while often

88 appointing their agents and employees as board members of firms in which they

4FL01 4 See Canals (1997), at pp 6–11. A recognised version of the universal banking model in continental

4FL02 Europe is bancassurance, in which the banking corporation is permitted to take deposits, make loans and

4FL03 provide payment services, while also providing insurance services and products. In addition, the

4FL04 bancassurance model allows the bank to engage in other financial service activities such as securities and

4FL05 derivatives trading and underwriting. Ibid.

5FL01 5 Ibid.

6FL01 6 European Central Bank (2005), pp 79–87.

7FL01 7 The recent trend in Europe, however, is for companies to source more and more of their funding in

7FL02 capital markets. See European Commission, Communication from the Commission to the European

7FL03 Parliament and the Council on long-term financing of the European economy, Brussels, 27.3.2014

7FL04 COM(2014) 168 final, at pp 10-12. The Commission aims to propose legislation to enhance long-term

7FL05 financing of the European economy by: (i) mobilising private sources of long-term financing; (ii) making

7FL06 better use of public finance; (iii) developing capital markets; (iv) improving SMEs’ access to financing;

7FL07 (v) attracting private finance to infrastructure; and (vi) enhancing the overall environment for sustainable

7FL08 finance.

8FL01 8 See Canals (1997), at pp 8–11.
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89 own shares.9 Hence, they combine commercial banking with investment banking

90 activity, along with corporate governance oversight of the firms they lend to, and

91 provide their clients with a one-stop shop for financial services.

92 Universal banking can also operate in a corporate group or conglomerate10 structure

93 by providing a wide range of financial services through a network of companies and

94 firms that are controlled by a holding company or affiliated banking or financial

95 entity.11 Multi-functional banking and financial groups are usually international in

96 character either through their cross-border operations via foreign subsidiaries and

97 branches or through their interconnections with foreign financial institutions and other

98 market participants via the securitisation markets, securities lending and repurchase

99 agreement (repo) markets, and the derivatives and swaps markets. The growing

100 operations of universal banks in corporate group and conglomerate structures is a

101 response to the globalisation of financial markets and the competitive pressures of

102 providing financial services to corporate clients with cross-border operations, and to

103 the strategy of pooling capital and investment services to achieve greater returns for

104 the bank’s own proprietary trading and its secondary trading activity for its clients.12

105 In this regard, these large banking and financial groups are multi-functional in their

106 operations. They provide the entire financial system with liquidity and therefore play a

107 central role for the economy by providing funding to institutions and individuals to

108 invest in viable assets that might otherwise not obtain funding in a difficult economic

109 climate. The array of financial services which they provide can also facilitate and

110 enhance cross-border trade and investment and assist local companies with more

111 competitive terms of finance for their cross-border operations, not to mention the

112 competitive financing arrangements that a large universal bank group can make

113 available for the cross-border operations of a large multinational company.13

114 This highly regarded banking model, however, was called into question because

115 of the global financial crisis of 2007-09. Large financial institutions operating in

116 corporate groups or conglomerate structures expanded their cross-border operations

117 in the 1990s and 2000s in order to compete in foreign markets and to diversify their

118 risk exposures.14 Most of these institutions utilised risky trading strategies,

119 including complex securitisation structures and synthetic credit default swaps, to

9FL01 9 This is the classic operational strategy of large universal banks in Europe and Japan. Indeed, the largest

9FL02 universal banks in terms of asset size (Deutsche Bank $2.73 trillion, HSBC $2.69 trillion, Mitsubishi UFG

9FL03 2.67 trillion and Credit Agricole $2.58 trillion) use the size and scope of their balance sheets to leverage

9FL04 their trading positions in the derivatives markets and to offer a number of other financial products. See

9FL05 Snider (2013).

10FL01 10 See the report of the Tripartite Group of Bank, Securities and Insurance Regulators (1995), at p 1

10FL02 (defining a ‘financial conglomerate’ as any corporate group under common control whose exclusive or

10FL03 predominant activities consist of providing a significant level of services in at least two of the financial

10FL04 sectors of banking, securities and insurance). See also, Menoud (2010).

11FL01 11 Bentson (1994).

12FL01 12 As the Financial Times reported: ‘Universal banking for now is an unbeatable model. Globally, the

12FL02 banks that are winning are those that lend, issue cards, provide custody services, issue guarantees and

12FL03 arrange bond placements. We have one client, one relationship, one person answers for them—and there

12FL04 are many products and the synergies are enormous’, Financial Times, 2 August 2010.

13FL01 13 Eiteman et al. (2004), at pp 696–701.

14FL01 14 See Committee on Global Financial System (2012), at p 1, fn 4; Joint Forum (2010), at p 14.
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120 shift risk off their balance sheets into the wholesale securities markets, which, at the

121 time, was viewed as beneficial and promoting a more resilient financial system.15

122 This spreading of risk, however, failed to take into account structural risks and

123 linkages in the financial system that could create systemic risks. Moreover,

124 inadequate macro-prudential regulatory and supervisory controls resulted in massive

125 amounts of leverage building up across the financial system and an over-reliance by

126 banks on short-term wholesale funding.16

127 Consequently, in 2007 and 2008, large banks and financial institutions—

128 including many universal banking groups—experienced severe financial distress

129 and were either rescued with taxpayer-funded bailouts or supported with central

130 bank and government guarantees.17 Large banking groups and conglomerates were

131 criticised for investing in high-risk structured finance assets and for speculating in

132 credit default swaps and other credit-linked derivatives which recklessly increased

133 their risk exposure at the expense of their depositors, creditors, shareholders and,

134 ultimately, the taxpayers.18 The collapse of these institutions and the extent of the

135 taxpayer bailouts and the subsequent impact on the economy have led to a re-

136 evaluation of the benefits of the universal banking model. It also led to calls for

137 structural regulation of banking groups that would require, among other things, legal

138 separation—or ring-fencing—into a subsidiary of the group’s retail deposit-taking

139 and small business lending activities, or alternatively ring-fencing the risky trading

140 activities of a banking group into a separate subsidiary.19 The Financial Stability

141 Board surveyed the various proposals for structural regulation in a 2014 report to the

142 G20 which addresses the consistency of national efforts to regulate banking

143 structure with the FSB’s international regulatory agenda and related issues of cross-

144 border consistency and the implications for global financial stability.20

145 3 Ring-Fenced Banking—the UK Approach

146 Historically, the organisational structure of British banking evolved differently from

147 the universal banking model of other European states because of legal restrictions

148 on the size and operations of domestic and multi-national banks. In the eighteenth

15FL01 15 Brunnermeier et al. (2009), at p 18.

16FL01 16 Ibid., at pp 26–27.

17FL01 17 See ‘Systemrelevante Finanzunternehmen—G20 Sehen Fortschritte bei Nationalen und Interna-

17FL02 tionalen Lösungsansätzen zum ‘‘Too Big to Fail’’ Problem’, BaFin Journal, October 2013, p 30. See also

17FL03 Darling (2011), at pp 130–49 (discussing the negotiations and financing arrangements of the British

17FL04 Treasury’s bailout of the Royal Bank of Scotland and Lloyds Banking Group).

18FL01 18 See BaFin Journal, ibid., at p 31.

19FL01 19 See, generally, the Independent Commission on Banking (ICB) (2011), at p 252 (calling for UK

19FL02 banking groups to be required to maintain a ‘ring-fence’ or subsidiarisation of their retail banking

19FL03 operations). See also High-Level Expert Group on Reforming the Structure of the EU Banking Sector

19FL04 (2012) (‘Liikanen Report’), at p 105 (calling for risky trading activities including proprietary trading to be

19FL05 separated from retail banking in a subsidiary of the banking group).

20FL01 20 Financial Stability Board (2014).
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149 and nineteenth centuries, the development of banking in England was gradual.21

150 Before 1826, banks in England and Wales were not permitted to have more than six

151 partners, except for the Bank of England, whose original charter, granted by

152 Parliament in 1694, had been re-enacted by Parliament time and again on terms that

153 provided it with the sole right among English banks to joint stock organisation status

154 and to have more than six members.22 The Bank’s exclusive privilege to have joint

155 stock organisation status, however, ended in 1826 when Parliament enacted

156 legislation allowing private banks to adopt the joint stock organisation form.23 In

157 1844, parliamentary legislation introduced limited liability for joint stock compa-

158 nies, including joint stock banks.24 Thereafter, the joint stock banking system grew

159 rapidly, far surpassing in number the hundreds of smaller private banks already in

160 existence throughout the country.

161 By the twentieth century, British banking groups had grown dramatically in size

162 and scope with their cross-border operations in far-flung former colonies.25 By the

163 late twentieth century, British banking groups, such as Barclays Plc and the Royal

164 Bank of Scotland Plc, had become some of the largest banking groups in the world

165 with their retail banking conducted in separate subsidiaries from their investment

166 banking activities. The synergies brought about by such conglomerations of banking

167 and financial activity contributed to the dramatic growth of the banking sector

168 relative to the rest of the British economy.26 During the financial crisis, large

169 financial institutions with cross-border operations, such as the Royal Bank of

170 Scotland, Lloyds TSB and Halifax Bank of Scotland, received direct taxpayer

171 bailouts that took the form of equity capital injections by the UK Treasury and

172 central bank guarantees of their liabilities. In 2008, the UK Treasury injected capital

173 directly into the Royal Bank of Scotland Plc (RBS)—one of the world’s largest

174 banking groups—and became an 82 per cent owner of RBS in order to prevent its

175 collapse and a major cross-border financial crisis that would have had devastating

176 effects across Europe and globally.27

177 In 2010, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, George Osborne, appointed the

178 Independent Commission on Banking (ICB) to conduct a study on how British

179 banks could be made safer and more competitive while still performing their vital

180 economic functions. The ICB (also known as the Vicker’s Commission) issued its

181 report in 2011, making a number of recommendations, the most important of which

182 was that large British banking groups should be institutionally restructured so that

21FL01 21 Crick and Wadsworth (1935), Jones (1993), at pp 76–82.

22FL01 22 See Clapham (1944), at pp 79–86.

23FL01 23 Though it was not until 1834 that banks with joint stock organisation status could be established in

23FL02 London. See Crick and Wadsworth (1935), at p 135.

24FL01 24 Joint Stock Companies Act 1844 (7&8 Vic, c 110).

25FL01 25 See discussion in Jones (1993), at p 297 (the British multinational bank strategy in Australia in the

25FL02 1890 s of ‘[e]stablishing a savings bank was one means whereby the trading bank could, indirectly, secure

25FL03 deposits’ to support the bank’s trading activities).

26FL01 26 See ICB (2011), at p 17. Indeed, the value of the British banking sector exceeds 500 % of the value of

26FL02 British GDP.

27FL01 27 The UK Treasury, through the entity UK Financial Investments Ltd, owns 79 % of the shares of the

27FL02 Royal Bank of Scotland and 25 % of the shares of Lloyds Banking Group as of December 2014.
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183 their retail deposit-taking and payment services, along with services for small and

184 medium-sized businesses, would be segregated into a separate body that would be

185 prohibited from engaging in risky trading activities and other investment banking

186 business that would now have to take place in a separate subsidiary of the group.28

187 The ICB asserted that separation or ‘segregation’ of the retail banking operations

188 from the rest of the banking group would make the group easier to resolve in a crisis

189 because the assets and liabilities of the group could be separated from the assets and

190 liabilities of the ring-fenced bank so that the latter could continue to provide vital

191 deposit and payment services for the economy. The ICB argued that for ring-fencing

192 to be effective it was necessary for the barrier separating the retail bank from the

193 group to be high so that state-insured deposits could not cross-subsidise risky

194 trading activity in other entities of the group. This would lead, over time, to a

195 shrinking of the group’s risky activities (for example, fixed income derivatives and

196 currency trading) to a more sustainable level that would not, it was argued, pose as

197 much risk to the financial sector. The ICB concluded that ring-fencing would have

198 the overall effect of making large banking organisations easier to resolve while

199 maintaining critical banking services during distressed markets, and limiting

200 excessive risk-taking in other parts of the group that could undermine financial

201 stability.

202 The UK Government accepted the ICB’s ring-fencing proposals by proposing

203 primary legislation in 2012 that received the Queen’s assent in 2013 as the Financial

204 Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013.29 The Banking Reform Act establishes the

205 concepts of ring-fenced bodies and core and excluded activities. The precise details

206 of which banking groups would be subject to the ring-fencing requirement and the

207 definition of core and excluded activities were proposed by the Treasury in

208 secondary legislation made under the Act that was published for consultation in July

209 2013.30 The Treasury introduced secondary legislation to Parliament in 2014 that

210 defines ring-fencing to apply to banks with ‘core deposits’ of £25 billion or more.31

211 ‘Core’ deposits are defined as those of individuals (other than high-net-worth

212 individuals (HNWIs) and their families) and small businesses. HNWIs and larger

213 organisations’ depositors will have the option (but not the obligation) to deposit

214 outside the ring-fence if they so choose.32

215 The UK Government asserts a robust ring-fence, that is, structural separation

216 between banking services deemed essential for individuals and small and medium-

217 enterprises (SMEs) and the risky trading activities of investment banks, to be

218 essential for reducing structural complexity and enhancing the resolvability of

219 banking groups in a crisis or other distressed scenario, where speed of execution is

28FL01 28 The ICB also proposed that banks create more efficient account transfer services that would allow

28FL02 customers to change accounts between banks, thereby enhancing competition in the retail banking sector.

29FL01 29 Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013, available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/

29FL02 2013/33/pdfs/ukpga_20130033_en.pdf.

30FL01 30 Banking Reform Draft Secondary Legislation, available at https://www.gov.uk/government/

30FL02 consultations/banking-reform-draft-secondary-legislation.

31FL01 31 See Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Ring-Fenced Bodies and Core Activities) Order 2014 SI

31FL02 2014/1960, available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/1960/pdfs/uksi_20141960_en.pdf.

32FL01 32 Ibid.
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220 vital.33 The ring-fencing policy aims to insulate banking services critical to

221 individuals and SMEs from shocks elsewhere in the financial group or wider system

222 by making it easier to ensure continuous provision of those services.34 Indeed, the

223 UK ring-fencing legislation has substantially influenced the European structural

224 regulation debate and the proposed legislation on ring-fencing in France and

225 Germany, especially with respect to guaranteeing genuine independence of the ring-

226 fenced subsidiary.

227 The UK ring-fencing approach is important in two ways: (i) the structural

228 separation is mandated prior to a crisis event. This assures that the separation is,

229 indeed, enforceable and does not fail because the mere planning for such a separation

230 turned out to be incomplete or to neglect the dynamics and time constraints of a crisis;

231 and (ii) the legislative framework gives clear and compelling specifications on what

232 assets and services are essential and how they will be shielded from contagion. This

233 means that the regime leaves less room for interpretation by supervisors, banks and

234 creditors,35 as it becomes less flexible but more predictable.

235 The two most important elements of the UK ring-fence approach are: (i) the

236 scope of the ring-fencing policy (or what the ICB labelled as the ‘location’); and (ii)

237 the legal, economic and operational independence of the ring-fenced bank (or what

238 the ICB labelled as the ‘height’). The details of the height and location are mostly

239 defined in secondary legislation.36 The purpose of defining the ring-fence in the

240 legislative framework, rather than leaving it to be defined by regulators in their

241 rulebook, allows the regulator to devote its resources to implementing the

242 legislation and supervising compliance while avoiding constant negotiations and

243 lobbying efforts by the banks to change the ring-fence in terms of its location and

244 height.37

33FL01 33 See HM Treasury, Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) (2012), at p 4. Compare ICB

33FL02 (2011), at p 14.

34FL01 34 A major objective of the UK ring-fencing regime is to maintain financial services vital to the economy

34FL02 during periods of banking sector stress. As discussed later, this is also an objective of the European

34FL03 Commission’s proposed Regulation on structural regulation. See Liikanen Report (2012), at p 20.

35FL01 35 See Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards (PCBS), ‘Changing banking for good’, 19 June

35FL02 2013, at pp 57–61.

36FL01 36 See SI 2014/1960, supra n. 31.

37FL01 37 Lord King of Lothbury stated in evidence before the Parliament’s Joint Select Committee on the

37FL02 Financial Services Act 2012: ‘Our strong view is that as far as possible this should be done in legislation

37FL03 and not left to the regulator. I say that because the difficulty that will arise with this approach is that the

37FL04 banks and their lawyers will have enormous amounts of money, time and resources to come up with all

37FL05 kinds of clever ways to try to get round the rules set out in legislation. Unless those rules are pretty clear

37FL06 the regulator will be chasing the banks round in a circle and will come under enormous pressure… It

37FL07 should be for Parliament to define the ring-fence for retail banking. The definition may need adjusting

37FL08 from time to time and therefore should not be enshrined in primary legislation. Instead it should be set out

37FL09 in secondary legislation so it can be more easily reviewed and adjusted. It should not be left to the bank or

37FL10 the regulators to define the ring-fence’. See Joint Committee on the Draft Financial Services Bill, Draft

37FL11 Financial Services Bill (Session 2010–2012), 2011, at pp 186–187. See also Lord King’s evidence to the

37FL12 Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards, raising a similar concern: ‘But if judgment ends up

37FL13 simply as a negotiation between the regulator and the regulated bank, there is only one winner in that, and

37FL14 that will be a very bad outcome. Clarity is crucial to enable the regulator to exercise judgment within a

37FL15 very well defined framework, and the regulator needs to be able to tell banks, ‘‘This is the capital

37FL16 requirement you will have’’, as opposed to merely entering into a negotiation’, PCBS, supra n. 35, at p 38.
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245 4 The Location of the Ring-Fence

246 4.1 Core Activities/Core Services

247 The ring-fence is designed to be erected around activities the temporary interruption

248 of which could have severe implications for the UK economy. The ICB referred to

249 these activities as ‘mandated services’, while the Banking Reform Act 2013 refers

250 to them as ‘core activities’.38 Only a ring-fenced bank may engage in such ‘core

251 activities’, which are accepting deposits and providing payment, withdrawal and

252 overdraft facilities.

253 The acceptance of deposits is defined as a core activity under Section 142B of the

254 Banking Reform Act that includes a UK credit institution taking deposits from

255 individuals and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),39 both in the UK and

256 abroad. Section 142C provides a list of related deposit services that are also

257 considered ‘core activities’, including the provision of: facilities for accepting

258 deposits or other payments into an account which is provided in the course of

259 carrying on the core activity of accepting deposits; facilities for withdrawing money

260 or making payments from such an account; and overdraft facilities in connection

261 with such an account.

262 Besides accepting deposits, the Treasury acknowledges that other banking

263 services might be of systemic importance. In particular, the provision of domestic

264 credit to households and SMEs and payment and transaction services are included in

265 the list of core activities.40

266 Under the Act, the Treasury can propose secondary legislation providing

267 criteria which, if met by the deposit-taking institution, would exempt it from

268 the ring-fencing requirement. Thus far, Parliament has approved secondary

269 legislation adopting certain exemption criteria,41 including a £25 billion de

270 minimis rule, exempting banking institutions that take deposits amounting to

271 less than £25 billion from the ring-fencing requirement. Other exemption

272 criteria include allowing deposits from larger companies and certain high-net-

273 worth individuals (HNWIs) to be placed outside the ring-fence upon explicit

274 customer request, and building societies will not be considered ring-fenced

275 banks.42 UK branches of foreign (non-EEA) institutions may only accept

276 deposits up to the de minimis threshold. However, if deposits exceed this

277 threshold, the non-EEA headquartered parent will be required to incorporate a

278 subsidiary and to comply fully with the ring-fencing requirements in order to

279 accept further deposits in the UK.43

38FL01 38 SI 2014/1960, supra n. 31.

39FL01 39 Ibid. The Treasury uses a quantitative limit to define SMEs.

40FL01 40 Ibid.

41FL01 41 Ibid.

42FL01 42 However, the Building Societies Act of 1986 was amended to enhance institutional safeguards.

43FL01 43 SI 2014/1960, supra n. 31.
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280 4.2 Excluded Activities

281 The legislation also provides that certain ‘excluded activities’ will be designated

282 that are not allowed to take place in the same entity as the core activities.44 In this

283 regard, Section 142D provides that ‘dealing in investments as principal’, whether

284 carried on in the UK or elsewhere, is an excluded activity.45 This will affect vast

285 areas of both investment and wholesale banking activities in the UK banking sector.

286 Moreover, the Treasury has broad power to propose secondary legislation excluding

287 other activities as well. For instance, Parliament approved, in 2014, secondary

288 legislation that makes trading in physical commodities an excluded activity and

289 prohibits ring-fenced bodies from having exposures to financial institutions other

290 than in specified circumstances (for example, provision of trade finance to non-

291 financial customers).46

292 The Treasury, however, can adopt exemptions from excluded activities in

293 secondary legislation, allowing ring-fenced banks to undertake certain excluded

294 activities or to create additional excluded activities. In this context, secondary

295 legislation passed in July 2014 creates specific exemptions to allow a ring-fenced

296 bank to manage its own risks (for example, interest rate risk on its lending portfolio)

297 and to sell a limited range of simple risk management products (for example, simple

298 interest rate swaps, currency forwards) to customers, subject to limits on the size

299 and riskiness of the ring-fenced entity’s derivative portfolio.47 Selling derivatives to

300 clients as principals has become one of the most controversial areas in the secondary

301 legislation, as it goes against the ICB recommendations and might make the

302 resolution of the ring-fenced entity more difficult. The same statutory instrument

303 also provides that dealing in commodities is an excluded activity48 based on the

44FL01 44 See The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Excluded Activities and Prohibitions) Order 2014

44FL02 SI 2014/2080 (FSMA 2000). The ICB designation was ‘prohibited activities’.

45FL01 45 The term ‘dealing in investments as principal’ is already defined in Article 14 of the Financial Services

45FL02 and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 as ‘[b]uying, selling, subscribing for or

45FL03 underwriting securities or contractually based investments (other than investments of the kind specified

45FL04 by article 87, or article 89 so far as relevant to that article) as principal is a specified kind of activity’. See

45FL05 FSMA (2000), Schedule 2, which contains a definition of ‘dealing in investments’ that includes both

45FL06 agents and principals.

46FL01 46 SI 2014/2080, supra n. 44.

47FL01 47 Ibid. Ring-fenced banks are prohibited from dealing in investments as principal and commodities

47FL02 trading, subject to the following exemptions: (1) managing the risks associated with its business

47FL03 including: changes in interest rates, exchange rates, or commodity prices; changes in any index of retail

47FL04 prices or of residential or commercial property prices; changes in any index of the price of shares; default

47FL05 risk; or liquidity risk; (2) buying, selling, or subscribing for investments which are liquid assets for the

47FL06 purpose of managing its liquidity; (3) selling derivatives to account holders that are traded by the bank on

47FL07 trading venues subject to certain restrictions (a departure from the ICB recommendations, which did not

47FL08 include permitting ring-fenced banks to sell derivatives to clients). These restrictions relate to the

47FL09 complexity of the derivatives, the types of risks to which the ring-fenced bank can expose itself when

47FL10 selling derivatives, and two caps on the activity: a ‘net’ cap and a ‘gross’ cap; (4) trading in liquid assets

47FL11 for the purpose of managing liquidity risk; (5) acquiring investments in exchange for a loan write-off; (6)

47FL12 acquiring debentures issued by itself, one of its subsidiaries or its parent undertaking.

48FL01 48 Ibid.
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304 rationale that ring-fenced banks would be insulated against swings in global

305 commodity prices.

306 4.3 Prohibitions

307 In addition, the Act authorises the Treasury to propose, and for Parliament to

308 approve, secondary legislation that imposes prohibitions on ring-fenced banks. Such

309 prohibitions work in a similar way to the excluded activities orders, but the

310 prohibition orders are intended to capture transactions with specified types of

311 counterparties or transactions in particular jurisdictions.49 In other words, exclu-

312 sions target activities, whereas prohibitions target people and places.

313 The prohibitions contain, among other things, exposure limits vis-à-vis third

314 parties in order to prevent external contagion. The Treasury’s secondary legislation

315 for prohibitions is far-reaching, as it restricts ‘any economic exposure’ (with

316 exceptions applying to payment arrangements, liquidity and risk management) to

317 institutions that (i) engage in financial intermediation, and (ii) may be highly

318 leveraged, have a high degree of maturity or liquidity mismatch, or have a high

319 degree of financial interconnectedness. Explicitly mentioned as institutions that

320 comply with those criteria are non-ring-fenced banks, investment firms, funds and

321 insurance companies.50

322 Generally, the ring-fenced bank is not permitted to have exposures to ‘financial

323 institutions’, aside from where such exposures relate to certain exempted activities

324 that include: (1) entering into transactions for risk management purposes, intra-

325 group transactions, and payments exposures; (2) facilitating trade finance; (3)

326 issuing securitisation and covered bonds; (4) conducting conduit lending; (5)

327 conducting repurchase agreement transactions; and (6) performing ancillary

328 activities.

329 In addition, the prohibitions’ regime restricts UK regulated banks from

330 establishing branches or subsidiaries outside the European Economic Area (EEA).

331 The UK bank entity must ensure that cross-border activities do not present a barrier

332 to the resolution of ring-fenced assets (for example, by creating multiple

333 jurisdictions or coordination difficulties with multiple resolution authorities). The

334 ring-fenced bank shall not carry out any core activities through non-EEA branches.

335 Instead, non-EEA operations will have to be undertaken in separate subsidiaries of

336 the group.51 Thus, the regime adopts some features of a geographical subsidiari-

337 sation requirement. In addition, the Treasury and the Prudential Regulation

338 Authority require that all major service and credit contracts be written under the

339 laws of an EEA Member State.52

340 The geographical limitation also mitigates the problem of a potential unequal

341 treatment of foreign creditors, such as bondholders and depositors, and facilitates

342 cross-border resolution. The limitation is based on the UK policy of not protecting

49FL01 49 Ibid.

50FL01 50 Ibid.

51FL01 51 See discussion in PCBS, supra n. 35, at pp 88–89.

52FL01 52 See HM Treasury/BIS (2012), para 2.24.
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343 deposits in the non-EEA operations of UK banks, and of not providing essential

344 services to their non-EEA operations. The geographic limitation on the ring-

345 fenced bank’s operations, however, is transparent and will have only a limited

346 effect on the bank’s operations because most of the bank’s depositors and assets

347 are booked in EEA jurisdictions. Indeed, Randell53 suggests that the geographic

348 limitation of the ring-fenced bank’s operations provides resolution synergies that

349 outweigh the unfairness to potential non-EEA creditors. In the case of resolution

350 he observes that ‘[i]n addition, if a decision is taken to transfer only part of the

351 business of this subsidiary or subsidiaries to a private sector purchaser or bridge

352 bank, the exercise should also be considerably simpler than’ under the pre-2013

353 law because the asset side of the subsidiary’s balance sheet will consist

354 predominantly of UK/EEA assets.54 The EU Winding-up Directive should then

355 ensure that the reorganisation measures undertaken by the UK authorities will be

356 recognised in those jurisdictions (EEA states) where the assets are located.

357 Moreover, geographical limitations may mitigate similar concerns with regard to

358 depositor preference.55 As the Treasury noted, limiting depositor preference

359 should not have a significant impact ‘in creating a perception that overseas

360 creditors will be disadvantaged, as a substantial majority of insured deposits are

361 expected to be in ring-fenced banks, which will not be able to branch outside of

362 the EEA—only non-ring-fenced banks can do this’.56

363 4.3.1 The Height of the Ring-Fence

364 The Banking Reform Act requires the regulator to make rules to ensure that the

365 ring-fenced bank is able to act independently of the rest of its group while providing

366 services. The Act further specifies the areas where rules should be made, including

367 holding shares in other corporate entities, entering into contracts with other

368 members of the group, governance of the ring-fenced bank, restricting payments

369 that a ring-fenced bank may make to other members of the group, and disclosure.

370 These requirements are designed to ensure that a ring-fenced bank interacts with the

371 rest of its group on a third-party basis and that it remains legally, economically and

372 operationally independent.

373 The relationship between a ring-fenced body and the rest of its corporate group

374 will be governed by rules made by the regulators (Prudential Regulation Authority

375 (PRA)) and Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)). The Banking Reform Act requires

376 the regulators to make rules, where reasonably practicable, to ensure that ring-

377 fenced bodies are independent of other group members, and specifies particular

378 areas where rules must be made (e.g., intra-group financial dealings). The precise

379 content of the rules will be determined by the regulators.

53FL01 53 Randell (2011), at p 17.

54FL01 54 Ibid.

55FL01 55 See HM Treasury/BIS (2012), para 3.64.

56FL01 56 Ibid.
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380 4.3.1.1 Legal and Operational Links57 The ring fence shall provide for legal

381 separability in times of financial distress and operational independence at all times. If

382 the ring-fenced activity is carried out in a larger group, the ring-fenced bank must be

383 established as a separate legal entity and is not allowed to hold shares of non-ring-

384 fenced entities. In principle, banking groups remain free to organise their operational

385 structures as they choose. If the regulator, however, finds that a group’s management

386 information systems, information technology and employment structures, among other

387 things, present a barrier to the separation of a ring-fenced bank and the continuous

388 provision of its services, the regulator shall require the group to make appropriate

389 changes to its operations. Moreover, ring-fenced banks should not be permitted to use

390 non-ring-fenced banks to access business-critical UK payment systems and networks.

391 The operational independence of the ring-fenced bank is defined according to the

392 following principles: independent capitalisation and funding for any operational

393 subsidiaries; an effective service level agreement between group entities; the

394 provision of services by operational subsidiaries on an arm’s length basis; and

395 operational assets used for critical economic functions should be owned by the

396 operational entity providing those services.

397 4.3.1.2 Economic Links58 The restrictions on economic links between the ring-

398 fenced bank and other group entities are not as ‘high’ or as strict as the requirements

399 for legal and operational independence between the ring-fenced bank and group

400 entities. Indeed, restrictions on economic links have been referred to as semi-

401 permeable to a large extent. In principle, this means there should be few restrictions

402 on the ability of the holding company or other affiliates in the group structure to

403 downstream capital to the ring-fenced bank so as to support it in times of difficulty.

404 On the other hand, safeguards should exist restricting the ability of the ring-fenced

405 bank to upstream or transfer capital or other financial support to the holding

406 company or other group affiliates respectively.59

407 These restrictions on economic links mean that ring-fenced banks will have to

408 comply with capital and liquidity requirements on a stand-alone basis. Obviously,

409 limiting economic links necessarily includes regulating internal group exposures as

410 well. The Treasury agreed with the ICB that internal exposures should be treated as if

411 those exposures were between third parties on an arm’s length basis. The Capital

412 Requirements Directive (CRD) IV60 governs large exposures within banking groups

413 and sets a cap of 25 per cent of the institution’s tier-one capital in respect of exposures to

414 other entities in the group.61 Secondary legislation is likely to govern certain types of

415 intra-group exposures more explicitly (for example, cross-default clauses, intra-group

57FL01 57 Ibid., paras 2.56–2.60.

58FL01 58 Ibid., paras 2.61–2.69.

59FL01 59 Ibid., paras 2.60–2.61. Because of reputational linkages as well as the fact that the structural

59FL02 separateness should enhance resolvability on both sides of the ring-fence, the Treasury is considering

59FL03 whether to impose certain (higher) limits on downstream financing, etc.

60FL01 60 Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013, OJ 2013 L

60FL02 176/338 (Capital Requirements Directive IV—CRD IV).

61FL01 61 Ibid., Arts. 129–133.
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416 guarantees, and netting arrangements) as well as to establish rules on how to ensure that

417 intra-group transactions are disclosed and undertaken under market conditions.

418 4.3.1.3 Governance and Disclosure62 The independence of a ring-fenced bank

419 must be underpinned by strong governance. The key to independent governance will

420 be: (i) the composition of the board; and (ii) a requirement on board members to act

421 in the interests of the ring-fenced bank (as opposed to the group as a whole) and to

422 protect the ring-fence.

423 The Treasury has submitted secondary legislation recommending that at least half of

424 the board as well as the chair of the ring-fenced bank (RFB) are independent and that no

425 more than one-third of the RFB board are representatives of the rest of the group. In

426 essence, the latter requirement permits the board members from the rest of the group to

427 have the opportunity to influence a group-wide strategy, whilst the former requirement

428 allows the majority of the RFB board to veto any strategy that might undermine the

429 RFB’s future prospects and stability. In addition, ring-fenced banks should have their

430 own board committees—providing that independence in selecting the board, in setting a

431 risk appetite for the firm and in setting its pay structures is primarily a matter for the ring-

432 fenced bank.63 In order to strengthen the market signal (as well as to mitigate

433 reputational damage), the ring-fenced bank should be able to demonstrate publicly that

434 it is independent. The precise content and scope of these disclosures are controversial

435 and will be clarified in secondary legislation.

436 Finally, UK ring-fencing differs from measures to prohibit proprietary trading

437 (such as the Volcker Rule in the USA or the ban on proprietary trading included in

438 the draft European Commission regulation on structural reform of EU banks) in that

439 it does not distinguish between proprietary trading and other economically similar

440 forms of trading such as market-making. All dealing in investments as principal,

441 i.e., on the bank’s own balance sheet, is excluded from the UK ring-fence (except

442 where covered by one of the exemptions described earlier), but can be conducted by

443 other entities or subsidiaries within the group.

444 5 The EU Commission’s Proposal in Light of Other Structural Reforms

445 The European Commission’s 2014 proposed Regulation64 on structural reform,

446 which is based on the proposals of the High-Level Expert Group chaired by Erkki

447 Liikanen, follows various reforms enacted in the United States, the United

62FL01 62 See, generally, HM Treasury/BIS (2012), paras 2.70–2.74.

63FL01 63 The ICB also suggested that the boards of the ring-fenced bank and of its parent company should have

63FL02 a duty to maintain the integrity of the ring fence and to ensure that the ring-fence principles are followed

63FL03 at all times. See discussion in ICB (2011), at p 72. The Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards

63FL04 strengthened this view by criticising the language in the draft Banking Bill as vague. See PCBS, supra n.

63FL05 35, at pp 6 and 91–94.

64FL01 64 Commission Proposal of 29 January 2014 for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the

64FL02 Council on structural measures improving the resilience of EU credit institutions, COM(2014) 43 final

64FL03 (Commission Proposal). The Commission’s proposed Regulation aims to safeguard core financial

64FL04 activities, such as lending to the economy, by separating them from risky trading activities. This would

64FL05 also curb the current cross-subsidisation of trading activities by deposits, thus increasing the incentives

64FL06 for banks to lend to the real economy.
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448 Kingdom, France and Germany. The draft Regulation65 is the latest legislative

449 measure on structural regulation to address the risks and intra-group exposures

450 associated with certain trading activities and to enhance resolvability.66 It requires

451 the separation of deposit-taking from trading and bans proprietary trading. The UK

452 Treasury believes that the Commission’s proposal is broadly compatible with the

453 UK ring-fencing approach and should enable the implementation of existing UK

454 legislation on ring-fencing, which in some respects goes beyond the proposed

455 Regulation.67

456 The Commission’s draft Regulation, inspired by the US Volcker Rule and the

457 2012 Liikanen Report,68 combines two general approaches inherent to the other

458 reforms, namely: a) banning specific trading activities defined as proprietary; and b)

459 requiring certain trading activities to be carried out by separated entities. These

460 approaches are outlined below.

461 5.1 General Ban on Certain Trading Activities

462 The US has implemented a general ban on proprietary trading through Dodd-

463 Frank’s Volcker Rule, affecting any insured US depository institution as well as

464 their controlling companies or affiliates.69 The US federal regulators defined the

465 scope of the Volcker Rule and subjected it to extensive conditions.70 For example,

466 the Securities Exchange Commission provided a list of exempted activities in its

65FL01 65 The draft Regulation has now been transmitted to the European Parliament (EP) and Council. The EP

65FL02 appointed a rapporteur for the file in July 2014. The first Council working group meeting took place on

65FL03 Thursday 18 May 2014 and key items on the agenda included scope of application and the proprietary

65FL04 trading ban. The bulk of the negotiations, however, took place in the second half of 2014 and in 2015.

66FL01 66 In MEMO/14/63 of 29 January 2014, the Commission stated: ‘The separation of trading activities from

66FL02 a deposit-taking entity within a banking group would considerably facilitate bank resolution. Better

66FL03 structured groups make it easier to isolate the problem than when the group structure is opaque’.

67FL01 67 See Bank of England Memo, 19 April 2014 (on file with author). It therefore is assumed that structural

67FL02 reforms in the UK will be implemented in accordance with the existing UK legislation.

68FL01 68 Liikanen Report (2012).

69FL01 69 12 US Code §1851(a)(1)(A), §1851(h)(1). Another type of US structural regulation involves enhanced

69FL02 prudential standards for Foreign Banking Organisations (FBO) in which an FBO with US non-branch

69FL03 assets of at least $50 billion will be required to hold its US subsidiaries through a US intermediate holding

69FL04 company, which is subject to US capital, liquidity, capital governance and planning and stress testing

69FL05 similar to the requirements of a US bank holding company. See Federal Reserve System, 12 C.F.R. Part

69FL06 252, Regulation YY, Enhanced Prudential Standards for Bank Holding Companies and Foreign Bank

69FL07 Organizations.

70FL01 70 Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act contains the Volcker Rule, which prohibits banks from proprietary

70FL02 trading and entering into certain relationships with hedge funds and private equity funds. Differentiating

70FL03 proprietary trading from permissible hedging will involve complex determinations. Moreover, the Dodd-

70FL04 Frank Act contains a ‘swaps push-out rule’ that limits the types of swap activity that financial institutions

70FL05 which are registered as swap dealers or major swap partners or security-based dealers or security-based

70FL06 swap partners that receive federal assistance (i.e., deposit insurance and Federal Reserve discount window

70FL07 access) can engage in. See Section 716 of the Dodd-Frank Act, Title VII. As discussed below, these

70FL08 structural regulations may have the unintended consequence of decreasing the efficiency of firms, and

70FL09 moreover, by applying the prohibition on proprietary trading only to banks, of increasing risks by

70FL10 incentivising banks to move proprietary trading to less regulated areas.
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467 Final Rule, including risk-mitigating hedging activities,71 underwriting activities72

468 and market making-related activities.73

469 The Commission’s draft Regulation, in contrast, imposes a ban both on

470 proprietary trading in a somewhat narrower sense74 and on specific investment

471 transactions that do not qualify as proprietary trading per se.75 To assist

472 enforcement, such proscribed and restricted activities may not be encouraged or

473 rewarded by the entity’s remuneration policies.76 However, due to its narrow

474 wording, the draft Regulation’s ban on proprietary trading does not include

475 underwriting activities, market making-related activities, or transactions to hedge

476 risks resulting from client activity.77 The draft Regulation further exempts specific

477 trading of commodities and certain sovereign bonds from the ban.78

478 The proposed ban on proprietary trading would apply to EU banks, EU parents,

479 their branches and subsidiaries, as well as EU branches of non-EU banks, provided

480 any of these institutions either have been identified as a global systemically

481 important bank (G-SIBs) under Article 131 of the CRD IV,79 or have assets and

482 trading activities exceeding certain limits.80 An estimated 30 bank groups will fall

483 under the draft Regulation’s coverage.81 This is a larger number of bank groups than

484 that captured under the UK ring-fence rules. The draft Regulation applies to EU-

485 based G-SIBs and/or those firms which meet thresholds for a balance sheet size of

486 €30 billion and trading assets exceeding either €70 billion or ten per cent of total

487 assets for three consecutive years. It also has a broad territorial scope, capturing

488 banks’ overseas operations and EU-based branches/subsidiaries of non-EU banks

489 (although exemptions may apply). Significantly, insofar as they are subject to a legal

490 framework deemed ‘equivalent’ by the EU Commission under Article 27(1), both

491 EU branches of foreign banks and foreign subsidiaries of EU parents will fall

492 outside the scope of the Regulation,82 including with regard to the separation

493 requirements discussed below.

71FL01 71 12 US Code §1851(d). The four US federal regulators have adopted proposed rules to define

71FL02 conditions of and exemptions from the Volcker rule. See SEC Final Rule, § 17 CFR Part 255.

72FL01 72 SEC Final Rule, § 17 CFR Part 255.

73FL01 73 Ibid., § 17 CFR Part 255.

74FL01 74 Commission Proposal, Art. 6(1)(a); Art. 5(4) defines proprietary trading as ‘using own capital or

74FL02 borrowed money to take positions in any type of transaction to purchase, sell or otherwise acquire or

74FL03 dispose of any financial instrument or commodities for the sole purpose of making a profit for own

74FL04 account, and without any connection to actual or anticipated client activity or for the purpose of hedging

74FL05 the entity’s risk as result of actual or anticipated client activity, through the use of desks, units, divisions

74FL06 or individual traders specifically dedicated to such position taking and profit making’.

75FL01 75 Ibid., Art. 6(1)(b).

76FL01 76 Ibid., Art. 7.

77FL01 77 The latter being explicitly exempted in the Commission Proposal, supra n. 74, Art. 5(4).

78FL01 78 Ibid., Arts. 6(2)(a) and 6(6).

79FL01 79 Ibid., Art. 3(1)(a).

80FL01 80 Ibid., Art. 3(1)(b), namely when having total assets of at least €30 billion and trading activities

80FL02 exceeding either €70 billion or 10 % of total assets for 3 consecutive years.

81FL01 81 MEMO/14/63, supra n. 66.

82FL01 82 Commission Proposal, supra n. 74, Art. 4(1)(a)–(b).
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494 5.2 Trading Activities Triggering Separation

495 Prior to the Commission proposal, some EU states had already adopted structural reform

496 legislation to address the risks associated with proprietary trading and intra-group

497 exposures that requires some degree of separation between the insured deposit-taking

498 and trading entities or subsidiaries within the financial group structure. It is intended that

499 such structural separation or subsidiarisation within the group will facilitate a resolution

500 of the group if its solvency is threatened, and allow public authorities to confine taxpayer

501 support to the retail deposit-taking subsidiary and the interbank payment system. Two

502 sub-approaches can be distinguished based on the separated entity.

503 5.2.1 Subsidiarisation and Ring-Fencing Requirements in National Legislation

504 In contrast to the Commission’s draft Regulation, the subsidiarisation approach

505 proposed by the Liikanen Report consists in allowing proprietary trading only

506 insofar as it is carried out by a legally, economically and operationally separate

507 trading subsidiary, which is then prevented from deposit-taking activities. The

508 structural reform legislation enacted in Germany83 and France84 follows this model.

509 The German reform legislation applies to ‘credit institutions’, as defined under

510 Article 4(1)(1) of the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR),85 which may only

511 carry out certain trading activities through a legally, economically and operationally

512 separate ‘financial trading institution’ (Finanzhandelsinstitut).86 The subsidiarisation

513 requirement applies either when trading activities by the entity or the group exceed

514 certain thresholds,87 or when the German regulator deems the trading activities too

515 risky for the credit institution’s solvency.88 In the former case, the requirement applies

516 to transactions for own account, which may only be carried out by the trading

517 subsidiary,89 while market-making activities90 and transactions to hedge client

518 activity91 are exempted from subsidiarisation; in the latter case, the requirement

519 imposed by the German regulator not only applies to transactions for own account, but

520 may extend to any financial transaction deemed to entail comparable risks.92

83FL01 83 Gesetz über das Kreditwesen (KWG—Banking Act), §3 and 25f, as amended by the Gesetz zur

83FL02 Abschirmung von Risiken und zur Planung der Sanierung und Abwicklung von Kreditinstituten und

83FL03 Finanzgruppen vom 7 August 2013.

84FL01 84 Code monétaire et financier, Art. L511-47ff as amended by Loi no 2013–2672 du 26 juillet 2013 de

84FL02 Séparation et de Régulation des Activités Bancaires.

85FL01 85 §1(3d) KWG.

86FL01 86 §25f(1) KWG.

87FL01 87 §3(2)(1)(1) and 3(2)(1)(2) KWG, namely when trading assets exceed €100 billion for the past financial

87FL02 year, or when such assets exceed 20 % of total assets for the past three financial years (at least €90

87FL03 billion).

88FL01 88 §3(4) KWG.

89FL01 89 §3(2)(2) KWG.

90FL01 90 §3(2)(2)(3) KWG.

91FL01 91 §3(2)(3)(1) KWG.

92FL01 92 §3(4)(1)(2) KWG. Regardless of whether they entail comparable risks, the regulator may also prohibit

92FL02 market-making activities (§3(4)(1)(1) KWG).
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521 The French reform similarly subjects credit institutions, financial companies and

522 mixed financial holding companies to a subsidiarisation requirement should their

523 trading activities exceed certain limits,93 which has been defined in statute as 7.5 %

524 of the group’s total balance sheet.94 The French regime defines proprietary trading

525 as financial transactions ‘involving’ own account,95 but explicitly exempts

526 underwriting,96 hedging,97 and market-making activities98 for which no subsidiari-

527 sation is required. Once subsidiarised, the trading entities are prohibited from

528 providing deposit-taking services.99

529 As discussed above, the UK’s ring-fencing approach, in contrast, consists in

530 making the deposit-taking entity a legally, economically and operationally

531 independent entity from the rest of its group,100 ensuring that it remains unaffected

532 by the activities of other members, especially by their insolvency.101 The ring-

533 fenced banks are then prohibited from carrying out proprietary trading activities

534 (‘dealing in investments as principal’).102

535 5.2.2 Separation Requirements in the EU Proposal

536 In the draft Regulation, the Commission went beyond the Liikanen Report’s

537 proposals by linking separation requirements not to proprietary trading (which is

538 subject to an outright ban) but to trading activities in general. The Regulation

539 defines trading activities in a negative way by specifying what they are not: any

540 activity that does not consist in deposit-taking, lending, or other enumerated

541 services.103

542 The competent supervisory authority (i.e., the national competent authority or, in

543 most EU states in the Banking Union, the European Central Bank) will regularly

544 review specific metrics linked to the trading activities of (1) EU banks taking EU-

545 eligible deposits, so-called ‘core credit institutions’; (2) EU parents having deposit-

546 taking banks in their group; and (3) EU branches of non-EU banks.104 If the metrics

547 exceed certain limits, the authority will need to initiate separation.105 Should the

93FL01 93 Code monétaire et financier, Art. L511-47(I).

94FL01 94 See Council of State Decree 2014–2785 of 8 July 2014, adopting the 7.5 % threshold that is required

94FL02 in Article L511-47 of the French Monetary and Financial Code, defining the threshold as based on the

94FL03 value of financial assets of the total group balance sheet.

95FL01 95 Ibid., Art. L511-47(I)(1).

96FL01 96 Ibid., Art. L511-47(I)(1)(a).

97FL01 97 Ibid., Art. L511-47(I)(1)(c) and (IV).

98FL01 98 Ibid., Art. L511-47(I)(1)(d) and (V).

99FL01 99 Ibid., Art. L511-48(I).

100FL01 100 HM Treasury, Sound banking: delivering reform, Cm 8453, October 2012, para 2.36.

101FL01 101 See FSMA 2000, s 142H(4) as amended by the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013.

102FL01 102 Ibid., s 142D(2) as amended by the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013.

103FL01 103 Commission Proposal, supra n. 74, Art. 8.

104FL01 104 Ibid., Art. 9.

105FL01 105 Ibid., Art. 10(1); the relevant limits will be specified in delegated acts by the Commission (Art.

105FL02 10(4)).
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548 metrics remain under the relevant limits, the authority will have the discretion to

549 decide whether to initiate separation.106

550 Once the separation has been triggered, the trading activities may only be carried

551 out by a group entity that is legally, economically and operationally separate from

552 the deposit-taking bank.107 Such trading entity will be prohibited from taking

553 deposit guarantee-eligible deposits or providing retail payment services, except

554 when necessary for the exchange of collateral related to trading activities.108

555 Conversely, the deposit-taking bank may then only carry out trading activities for

556 the purpose of prudently managing its capital, liquidity and funding109 and may

557 continue selling derivative instruments only under certain conditions.110

558 The draft Regulation, however, allows the Commission to approve certain

559 structural reforms previously adopted by Member States. Should national legislation

560 adopted before 29 January 2014 be deemed equivalent by the Commission, Member

561 States may obtain a derogation from the draft Regulation’s separation requirements

562 for certain deposit-taking banks.111 The structural reforms adopted by France,

563 Germany and the UK are likely to qualify.

564 In summary, the Commission Proposal is not calling for a break-up of European

565 universal banking groups. Universal banks would continue to serve clients with a broad

566 set of services and financial products. The reform measures proposed would instead

567 simplify the way the too-big-to-fail (TBTF) banks operate and would facilitate their

568 resolvability. This is partly why, under Article 4(2) of the proposal, the draft Regulation

569 allows the national competent authority to exempt non-EU subsidiaries of EU banks

570 from the ring-fencing requirements of the proposal (even if the host country does not

571 provide any equivalent ring-fencing rules) as long as a sufficiently robust group-level

572 resolution strategy between the host country and the Union is in place.

573 Regarding the French and German laws, both structural reforms were part of a

574 broader legislative package that included implementation of bank recovery and

575 resolution regimes (Mise en place du régime de résolution bancaire and Planung

576 der Sanierung und Abwicklung von Kreditinstituten und Finanzgruppen respec-

577 tively). Improved resolution was therefore an important objective of both legislative

578 packages; however, resolvability was not expressly mentioned in either country’s

579 legislation on structural reform.

580 That said, it seems that any separation of risky activity is arguably a step towards

581 enhanced resolvability, including the separation rules under both the French and the

582 German regime. Nevertheless, this view is questioned by the Belgian National Bank in

583 its 2013 Report112 on structural reform, which assesses whether the different regimes

584 actually ‘improve resolvability’. It states that, in France and Germany, the amount of

106FL01 106 Ibid., Art. 10(2).

107FL01 107 Ibid., Art. 13.

108FL01 108 Ibid., Art. 20.

109FL01 109 Ibid., Art. 11.

110FL01 110 Ibid., Art. 12.

111FL01 111 Ibid., Art. 21. Belgium’s structural banking legislation was adopted in 2014 and is similar to

111FL02 France’s and Germany’s legislation, but will not be addressed in this article.

112FL01 112 See National Bank of Belgium (2013), at p 2.
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585 trading book activity left in the banking group fails to significantly improve

586 resolvability—perhaps because the threshold of assets and activity triggering

587 subsidiarisation is too high, or because the definition of proprietary trading requiring

588 subsidiarisation is too narrow. Nevertheless, generally, the European Union approach—

589 both the Commission’s proposal and the UK, French and German ring-fencing

590 regimes—views resolvability as an important objective of ring-fencing.

591 6 The Pros and Cons of Ring-Fencing

592 The debate over the advantages and disadvantages of structural reforms consists of a

593 wide range of opinions.113 For the industry and others the reforms are obviously too

594 strict and disproportionate, whilst others view the reforms as inadequate and not

595 going far enough in creating a Glass-Steagall-like or narrow banking separation.

596 And yet others believe that regulating the institutional structure will simply lead to

597 other forms of evasion and arbitrage that will allow risks to shift to other parts of the

598 financial system outside of the financial group structure, thereby creating other types

599 of systemic risks presently unperceived by regulators.114

600 6.1 Advantages

601 Ring-fencing can enhance resolvability and limit the potential government guarantee.

602 Most commentators agree that there are four main advantages to regulating structure.115

603 Firstly, the structure enhances separability, and so the resolvability, of financial

604 institutions. It is simpler to transfer the ownership of an existing legal entity than it is to

605 identify from within a large integrated balance sheet all of the retail assets and liabilities

606 and to transfer them. When activities are completely integrated there is also no

607 assurance that individual activities, or groups of activities, will be viable on their own.

608 The key benefit of separation is, thus, that it makes it easier for the authorities to require

609 creditors of failing retail banks, failing wholesale/investment banks, or both, to bear

610 losses, instead of the taxpayer. The evident transparency of the entire regime to all

611 creditors will substantially reduce any expectation by market participants that they will

612 be bailed out and, thus, reduce perceived government guarantees. More generally, ring-

613 fencing may also improve market discipline because of a greater degree of transparency

614 around the financial resources available to each business line.

615 Secondly, different activities may enjoy different levels of perceived government

616 guarantee. Retail deposit-taking, at one extreme, is partially backed by explicit

617 insurance while proprietary trading of financial instruments is not justified in

618 receiving a government guarantee or other taxpayer support. Combining financial

619 activities in a single entity makes it harder for the authorities to treat each activity

620 differently in resolution while extending the scope of the perceived government

621 guarantees to activities that would ordinarily not merit protection. Importantly,

622 separation also allows the authorities to distinguish between creditors of the retail

113FL01 113 Ibid.

114FL01 114 Thiessen (2012), at pp 169–70.

115FL01 115 See ICB (2011), paras 4.60 and 4.78–4.80.
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623 bank and creditors of other entities in the banking group in a way that they cannot

624 do if activities are conducted in the same legal entity.

625 Thirdly, structural change could help to address a time inconsistency problem in

626 addressing the too-big-to-fail (TBTF) problem—authorities in the heat of a crisis will

627 always face enormous pressure to support banks despite the negative consequences this

628 has for moral hazard. Separating retail banks, where the political pressure will always be

629 greatest, from other activities should help to alter the incentives of the authorities so that

630 they are less likely to support these other activities.

631 Fourthly, ring-fencing reduces complexity as well as the single entity’s size,

632 which again enhances supervision, resolvability and market discipline by providing

633 more than an ‘all or nothing’ option for the authorities.116 Indeed, Sir John Vickers,

634 former chairman of the British Independent Commission on Banking, observed that

635 a ring-fence could help reduce the systemic risks associated with complexity and

636 size, but not necessarily because retail banking is less risky than wholesale or

637 investment banking. Rather, ring-fencing allows the authorities to maintain the

638 continuous provision of retail services through resolution of a smaller and simpler

639 entity. Similarly, Erkki Liikanen argued that ‘[s]eparation of these activities into

640 separate legal entities is the most direct way of tackling banks’ complexity and

641 interconnectedness’. And as separation would make banking groups ‘simpler and

642 more transparent, it would also facilitate market discipline and supervision and,

643 ultimately, recovery and resolution’.117

644 6.2 Disadvantages

645 On the other hand, ring-fencing can result in arbitrage and shifting of much of the

646 riskiest bank behaviour off balance sheet and away from supervisory scrutiny. This

647 could create the opportunity for many under-regulated non-bank financial firms (for

648 example, asset management firms) to take on much of the trading that European

649 banks are beginning to shift off their balance sheet to comply with CRD IV and

650 structural reforms.118 Moreover, the fundamental assumption of the ring-fencing

651 policy is that investment banking activities are riskier as well as less beneficial to

652 social welfare (and, thus, also less worthy of protection) than more traditional retail

653 banking activities. Not surprisingly, many arguments in favour of ring-fencing are

654 an indirect form of critique regarding pre-crisis behaviour and the disproportionate

655 role that certain high-risk investment banking activities had come to play in the

656 economy.119 This critique, however, fails to take account of the important synergies

657 and economies of scale and scope that the provision of universal banking services,

658 including so-called risky trading activities, provides for the economy in the form of

659 lower-cost provision of retail financial services and risk mitigation for the bank

660 itself in offering a broader range of products and services.

116FL01 116 Ibid., para 4.63.

117FL01 117 Liikanen Report (2012), at p 100.

118FL01 118 See PWC (2014), at pp 7–8.

119FL01 119 See M Wolfe, ‘Why finance is too much of a good thing’, Financial Times, 26 May 2015, and J Kay,

119FL02 ‘The war on moral hazard begins at home’, Financial Times, 25 January 2011.
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661 In addition, ring fencing or structural regulation of the banking sector does not

662 adequately address the financial stability risks associated with small and medium-

663 sized banks which are not involved in investment banking or risky trading activities

664 but which make too many risky loans. Indeed, the experience of the US savings and

665 loan crisis of the 1980s and later the collapse of the British banks Northern Rock,

666 Bradford and Bingley, and Alliance and Leicester in 2007–2008 respectively

667 suggest that banking crises can arise from poor underwriting and weak regulation in

668 traditional bank lending and not necessarily from risky securities and derivatives

669 trading.

670 7 Does the EU Resolution Regime Make Ring-Fencing Unnecessary?

671 The UK Banking Act 2013 and the Commission’s draft Regulation emphasise the

672 importance of the ring-fencing requirement as a tool to enhance the resolvability of

673 large complex banking organisations. Ring-fencing is potentially beneficial to bank

674 resolution in two ways. Firstly, it may make post-bail-in restructuring easier to

675 execute because of the transparency of the group’s ring-fenced structure that allows

676 bail-in to be imposed on the group’s investment banking liabilities before being

677 applied to the liabilities of the retail bank. Secondly, it may provide for fallback

678 options for the resolution authority where losses are greater than the gone concern

679 loss-absorbing capacity (GLAC) of the holding company (although any fallback

680 measure is likely to be disruptive and disorderly).

681 Ring-fencing can facilitate post-bail-in restructuring by providing separability

682 between core business lines and functions that are conducted by the ring-fenced

683 bank (RFB) and those tasks and functions that are conducted by the non-ring-fenced

684 bank (NRFB). The effectiveness of the separability will depend on ring-fencing

685 delivering some or all of the following in respect of the degree of separation

686 between the RFB and the NRFB: the RFB and NRFB do not depend on each other

687 operationally (for example, they should depend on a separate group service

688 company); they do not book risk onto each other’s balance sheets; they each have

689 distinct franchise value and client relationships; they each have stand-alone access

690 to financial market infrastructures, including payment and settlement systems; and

691 they have distinct and separate human resource and governance arrangements.

692 These considerations, however, are not unique to banks subject to ring-fencing.

693 There are ways to deliver these outcomes without ring-fencing; and post-bail-in

694 restructuring may require splitting business lines and functions within either the

695 ring-fenced bank or the non-ring-fenced bank, in which case pre-bail-in ring-fencing

696 may not be helpful.

697 Resolution authorities may also find ring-fencing beneficial because it provides

698 fallback options where losses are greater than the GLAC of the banking group’s

699 holding company. For instance, if losses are greater than the GLAC at holding

700 company level but confined to either the RFB or NRFB, ring-fencing may be

701 beneficial in two ways: by insulating or, in certain circumstances, transferring to a

702 bridge bank or a private sector purchaser (PSP), the non-loss generating part of the

703 group; and/or in respect of bailing in operating liabilities of the loss-generating part
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704 of the group (whether the RFB or the NRFB), it should be relatively less disruptive

705 to bail in operating liabilities of either the RFB or the NRFB than to bail in those

706 operating liabilities had both the RFB and NRFB functions been conducted out of a

707 single legal entity. Both of these options, however, are likely to be highly disruptive

708 and disorderly. In addition, ring-fencing is unlikely to deliver stand-alone viability

709 of either the RFB or NRFB (where the other part of the group is failing), although

710 meeting the separability conditions listed above should help.

711 Where losses are spread more evenly across both the RFB and NRFB, ring-

712 fencing may not deliver much in the way of fallback resolution options. But ring-

713 fencing may reduce the likelihood that both the RFB and NRFB are simultaneously

714 loss making (for example, because of reduced cross-booking of risk, distinct

715 management or governance arrangements, and higher capital and leverage ratio

716 requirements for the RFB).

717 On the other hand, the single point of entry (SPE) resolution process itself can

718 achieve the key outcomes that ring-fencing was designed to achieve.120 Notably,

719 SPE ensures continuity of core retail functions, along with all other critical

720 functions in a group (whether they are located in the RFB, NRFB or other parts of

721 the group); and by reducing the TBTF subsidy for a bank as a whole, it achieves the

722 same outcome as trying to reduce, through ring-fencing, the TBTF subsidy derived

723 from the integration of the wholesale and investment banking businesses with the

724 retail bank business (where the retail business is deemed TBTF). Furthermore, it is

725 highly doubtful whether these outcomes could be achieved by ring-fencing alone,

726 for example, without a credible group-wide resolution strategy.

727 In addition, ring-fencing may also have certain second-order benefits for

728 resolution. For instance, the transfer of debt from the bank subsidiary to the holding

729 company may become cheaper if the bank subsidiary is separated into ring-fenced

730 and non-ring-fenced entities. Such separation may also simplify collateral

731 arrangements, therefore making liquidity provision to the ring-fenced bank more

732 manageable if the rest of the group or other entities in the group are in resolution.

733 Nevertheless, whatever benefits structural regulation has for prudential supervi-

734 sion or resolution, its efficacy in the European Union can be called into question

735 because of the substantial powers allocated to bank resolution authorities under the

736 Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD).121 Under the BRRD, resolution

737 authorities can require banks or banking groups to change their organisational

738 structure if the authority determines anytime that the bank or group’s structure is a

739 substantial impediment to a feasible and credible resolution of the bank or group.122

740 Specifically, Article 17(5) empowers the resolution authority to conduct a

741 resolvability assessment to identify whether or not there are substantial impediments

742 to the implementation of a credible and feasible resolution plan. If the authority

743 determines that there are substantial impediments to the implementation of the plan,

744 it may order the institution to remove the impediments, including changing its

745 organisational structure or business activities. Indeed, this could involve changes to

120FL01 120 See Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and Bank of England (2012).

121FL01 121 Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive 2014/59/EU of 15 May 2014 OJ 2014 L 173/190 (BRRD).

122FL01 122 Ibid., Art. 17(5).
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746 the legal, operational and financial structure of institutions or the group itself and

747 their business activities.123

748 Articles 15 and 16 of the BRRD provide that the resolution authority must

749 consult the competent supervisory authority when it determines whether or not

750 there are substantial impediments to the resolvability of a firm.124 The resolution

751 authority is required to notify the firm in writing of any substantial impediments

752 they have identified, and the firm or group will have the opportunity to address

753 these concerns and propose measures to eliminate these impediments. Article

754 17(5) of the BRRD provides that if the firm’s or group’s proposals are considered

755 inadequate, the resolution authority will have the power to take specific actions

756 that address or remove the impediments to resolvability.125 In selecting the

757 appropriate measure to remove the impediments, resolution authorities have wide

758 discretion to choose a measure based on the nature of the impediment. These

759 measures can be classified into three categories—structural, financial and

760 information or data management.

123FL01 123 Ibid., Art. 17 sets out procedural and substantive rules about how the institution or group can be

123FL02 required to reduce or remove identified organisational impediments.

124FL01 124 Ibid., Art. 15 applies this requirement to individual credit or investment institutions and Art. 16

124FL02 applies it to banking groups subject to consolidated supervision.

125FL01 125 Ibid., Art. 17(5) provides a non-exhaustive range of powers for authorities to remove firm

125FL02 impediments to resolvability in advance of failure, which may be used if measures proposed by firms are

125FL03 insufficient to ensure resolvability:

125FL04 (a) require the institution to revise any intragroup financing agreements or review the absence

125FL05 thereof, or draw up service agreements, whether intra-group or with third parties, to cover the provision

125FL06 of critical functions;

125FL07 (b) require the institution to limit its maximum individual and aggregate exposures;

125FL08 (c) impose specific or regular additional information requirements relevant for resolution purposes;

125FL09 (d) require the institution to divest specific assets;

125FL10 (e) require the institution to limit or cease specific existing or proposed activities;

125FL11 (f) restrict or prevent the development of new or existing business lines or sale of new or existing

125FL12 products;

125FL13 (g) require changes to legal or operational structures of the institution or any group entity, either

125FL14 directly or indirectly under its control, so as to reduce complexity in order to ensure that critical

125FL15 functions may be legally and operationally separated from other functions through the application of the

125FL16 resolution tools;

125FL17 (h) require an institution or a parent undertaking to set up a parent financial holding company in a

125FL18 Member State or a Union parent financial holding company;

125FL19 (i) require an institution or entity referred to in point (b), (c) or (d) of Art. 1(1) to issue eligible

125FL20 liabilities to meet the requirements of Art. 45;

125FL21 (j) require an institution or entity referred to in point (b), (c) or (d) of Art. 1(1), to take other steps to

125FL22 meet the minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities under Art. 45, including in

125FL23 particular to attempt to renegotiate any eligible liability, additional Tier 1 instrument or Tier 2

125FL24 instrument it has issued, with a view to ensuring that any decision of the resolution authority to write

125FL25 down or convert that liability or instrument would be effected under the law of the jurisdiction governing

125FL26 that liability or instrument; and

125FL27 (k) where an institution is the subsidiary of a mixed-activity holding company, requiring that the

125FL28 mixed-activity holding company set up a separate financial holding company to control the institution, if

125FL29 necessary in order to facilitate the resolution of the institution and to avoid the application of the

125FL30 resolution tools and powers referred to in Title IV having an adverse effect on the non-financial part of

125FL31 the group.
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761 Under Article 17(9) of the BRRD, the European Banking Authority (EBA) is

762 authorised to develop guidelines126 specifying further details on the measures and

763 the circumstances in which each measure may be applied in order to support a

764 consistent application of such measures by Member States.127 And Article 85 of the

765 BRRD requires that there is a right of appeal against a decision to take a crisis

766 prevention measure128 which includes a requirement to remove impediments to

767 resolvability.

768 Similarly, the Single Resolution Mechanism Regulation (SRMR) for the Member

769 States participating in the Banking Union requires the Single Resolution Board

770 (SRB) to draw up resolution plans after consultation with the national competent

771 authorities (including the European Central Bank) and national resolution author-

772 ities, including the group resolution authority. Article 10(11) of the SRMR is

773 equivalent to Article 17(5) of the BRRD in so far as the SRB, when drafting and

774 revising the resolution plan, shall identify any material impediments to resolvability

775 and, based on the EU legal principles of necessity and proportionality, propose

776 relevant measures to the resolution authorities to address those impediments.129 The

777 SRB can require the relevant national resolution authority to take specific measures

778 to order the institution to remove the impediments if the institution subject to

779 resolution powers can potentially draw on funds from the Single Resolution Fund.130

780 Based on these provisions of the BRRD and SRMR, the raison d’etre of the

781 Commission’s structural regulation proposal can be called into question. If the

782 primary purpose of the draft Regulation is to facilitate bank recovery and resolution

126FL01 126 The EBA has developed Guidelines on conditions for measures to overcome obstacles to

126FL02 resolvability for resolution authorities to rely on in considering whether to take measures under

126FL03 BRRD, Art. 17(5).

127FL01 127 BRRD, Art. 17(5) provides that the EBA should support a consistent application of such measures

127FL02 across the Union.

128FL01 128 See BRRD, Art. 2(1)(101) (defining what a measure is that can be challenged on appeal).

129FL01 129 Ibid., Art. 10(11) states: ‘For the purpose of paragraph 10, the Board, where applicable, shall instruct

129FL02 the national resolution authorities to take any of the following measures: (a) to require the entity to

129FL03 revise any intragroup financing agreements or review the absence thereof, or draw up service agreements

129FL04 (whether intra-group or with third parties) to cover the provision of critical functions; (b) to require the

129FL05 entity to limit its maximum individual and aggregate exposures; (c) to impose specific or regular

129FL06 additional information requirements relevant for resolution purposes; (d) to require the entity to divest

129FL07 specific assets; (e) to require the entity to limit or cease specific existing or proposed activities; (f) to

129FL08 restrict or prevent the development of new or existing business lines or sale of new or existing products;

129FL09 (g) to require changes to legal or operational structures of the entity or any group entity, either directly or

129FL10 indirectly under their control, so as to reduce complexity in order to ensure that critical functions may be

129FL11 legally and operationally separated from other functions through the application of the resolution tools;

129FL12 (h) to require an entity to set up a parent financial holding company in a Member State or a Union parent

129FL13 financial holding company; (i) to require an entity to issue eligible liabilities to meet the requirements of

129FL14 Article 12; (j) to require an entity to take other steps to meet the requirements referred to in Article 12,

129FL15 including in particular to attempt to renegotiate any eligible liability, Additional Tier 1 instrument or

129FL16 Tier 2 instrument it has issued, with a view to ensuring that any decision of the Board to write down or

129FL17 convert that liability or instrument would be effected under the law of the jurisdiction governing that

129FL18 liability or instrument. Where applicable, the national resolution authorities shall directly take the

129FL19 measures referred to in points (a) to (j) of the first subparagraph’. OJ L 225/32, 30.7.2014.

130FL01 130 SRMR, Art. 10(11): ‘Where applicable, the national resolution authorities shall directly take the

130FL02 measures referred to in points (a) to (j) of the first subparagraph’.
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783 by proposing or permitting a particular set of pre-bail-in organisational structures

784 for banking groups, then the utility of this proposal is substantially undermined by

785 the broad powers granted to Member State resolution authorities to require banking

786 groups to reorganise themselves or change their institutional structures in any way

787 (subject to the EU legal principle of proportionality) that the resolution authority

788 believes is necessary to promote a more effective resolution of the banking group

789 during times of distress. This results potentially in a direct conflict between the legal

790 requirements of a Member State’s ring-fence law and the power of the Member

791 State resolution authority to impose on a banking group reorganisation requirements

792 to ensure its resolvability. In other words, a banking group, fully compliant with its

793 jurisdiction’s requirements for structural regulation, can be ordered by its resolution

794 authority—at any time prior to a resolution or restructuring event—to change its

795 organisational structure in order to enhance its resolvability. This creates significant

796 legal uncertainty for the banking group and limits the effectiveness of the Member

797 State’s structural regulation law. These substantial powers for resolution authorities

798 certainly raise questions about the need for any EU legislation permitting or

799 disallowing certain pre-bail-in organisational structures for banks and banking

800 groups.

801 8 Conclusion

802 This article analyses recent developments in the regulation of the institutional

803 structure of banking groups in the European Union. Particular attention is paid to the

804 British banking sector and how the global financial crisis of 2007-08 led to the

805 United Kingdom adopting ring-fenced banking legislation and related structural

806 regulatory reforms. The article then analyses the EU Commission’s proposed

807 legislation to regulate the organisational structure of European banks and banking

808 groups. The Commission’s proposed Regulation aims to limit risky securities and

809 derivatives trading activities in large banking groups and to recognise as equivalent

810 certain Member State laws that already require most risky trading to take place in

811 separate subsidiaries independent from the group’s retail banking operations.

812 Although these legislative measures have the primary aim of improving bank

813 resolvability and limiting excessive risk-taking, they will also have the unintended

814 effect of reducing the economic benefits of risk diversification and limiting financial

815 product offerings that universal banks have traditionally provided to their

816 customers. Moreover, the various limitations and prohibitions on bank trading will

817 probably not lead to a reduction of harmful risk-taking in the financial sector but to a

818 shift of risk-taking away from the banking sector (where it can be monitored by

819 supervisors) to under-regulated areas of the financial system. Also, structural

820 regulation does not address the systemic banking risks that can arise from poor

821 underwriting and weak regulation of relatively straightforward bank lending

822 activities. All of this should call for caution in considering proposals for structural

823 regulation of the EU banking sector that have as a primary focus the limitation of

824 excessive bank risk-taking in securities and derivatives trading.

825

K. Alexander
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